Dodge windshield wipers

Once the heavens open up, the only thing between you and a potentially deadly accident is a
pair of functional windshield wipers. With that in mind, it is important to keep them in tip-top
shape. While most stock vehicles these days come with perfectly fine wiper blades, sometimes
you are in a situation where getting a new pair of wiper blades becomes necessary. The Dodge
Ram is one of the most popular truck series in the world. First launched in , it is currently in its
5 th generation and has won multiple awards over the years due to its performance and utility.
As part of our series on the best aftermarket parts for the Ram , we bring you the 10 best wiper
blades for Dodge Ram Pickup. Ensure that the product you picked is compatible with your
particular model, though. This wiper blade is manufactured in China and can fit multiple makes
and models. Nothing overly fancy about it, just a flat wiper blade which will keep the rain drops
away from interfering in your vision and wipe your windshield clean when you want it to.
Available here. As the name suggests, these are your standard wiper blades designed to do a
certain job and they are pretty good at doing it. These wiper blades feature an all-metal blade
construction for durability and precisely fitted wiper elements to provide a smooth and quiet
operation. These are also suitable for high-wrap vehicles thanks to the dogleg blade design.
Made by trusted industry name Michelin, these come in various different sizes and boast
compression-molded, all-natural rubber blades coated with the special M-Guard formula for
smooth, quiet, and long-lasting wiping performance. Bosch is another well-known car
accessory brand, and they have a number of different types of wiper blades than can fit your
truck. The ICON 24A blades offer easy installation with original equipment-quality hook adapter
and a patented beam design with shielded connector optimizes visibility even under extreme
weather conditions. These wiper blades are just wiper blades, and act as water repellants as
well. The water repelling coating can be applied to the windshield by the wiper blades and lasts
for months. Not bad for a couple of innocent-looking wiper blades. Another model from Bosch,
the wiper blades feature an exclusive DirectConnect one-step installation system and an
enclosed metal tension spring for improved all-season wiping performance. These wiper blades
allow for reduced friction and noise thanks to a graphite-treated natural rubber wiping edge and
also come with easy to install pre-mounted multi-adapter covers. The trusted name of Bosch
goes with all of that. This is one of the best-selling and established models of wiper blades
available on online and the design has persisted for over 15 years â€” for good reason too. It
features a galvanized steel frame which prevents rust and corrosion while providing strength
and durability as well. These wiper blades feature a symmetrical wind spoiler which uses air
flow to increase blade-to-windshield contact and maximize performance in all weather
conditions. The bracketless design is also a bonus for dealing with ice and snow build-up. What
more can you ask for from wiper blades? We hope that it helped you in making a choice for
yourself. Stay tuned for more. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Search Search for:. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. This article was co-authored by our trained team
of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. The wikiHow
Video Team also followed the article's instructions and verified that they work. This article has
been viewed , times. Learn more Are you having trouble keeping a clear windshield? If so, this
can impair your visibility while driving in the worst of conditions â€” heavy rain, snow, etc. It
goes without saying that the problem needs addressed, and that may be as simple as changing
your windshield wipers or wiper blades. To remove your windshield wiper blades, start by
raising the windshield wipers so the wiper arm rests above the windshield without touching the
glass. Alternatively, the pin-type and straight-end connectors have a tab on top of the blade that
has to be lifted with a screwdriver to release the blade. Then, depending on the type of fastener
used on your car, you can install the new blade by sliding it into a hook slot, onto the arm and
locking it down, or onto the wiper arm. To learn how to change your windshield wipers, keep
reading! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed
enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider
supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in
incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By
using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article
Summary. Method 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used by other entities without
the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Raise the windshield wipers. This is the first step
to changing your windshield wiper blades. When lifted, the wiper arm should rest unassisted
above the windshield without touching the glass. Remove the wiper blade from the wiper arm.
To do this, you will have to release the connector. There are three common connector designs,

and they each release a little differently. Hook-slot connectors are shaped like a "j" at the end of
the blade. This j-hook has a tab that needs to be lifted or pushed to release the blade. Once
released, push or pull the blade down toward the base of the wiper arm to remove it from the
hook slot. Pin-type connectors are fitted with a protruding pin that points down from the end of
the blade. This pin pushes into the side the wiper arm and has a tab that fastens it in place. The
tab will need to be lifted from the top with a flat head screwdriver or pushed up from underneath
the wiper arm. Once the tab is released, the blade can be removed by pulling it sideways off of
the arm. Straight-end connectors have grooved ends that slide onto the windshield wiper arm.
They also may have a tab on top of the existing blade that must be lifted with a screwdriver to
release the blade from the arm. Once released you may have to adjust the angle of the blade to
pull it away from the arm. Install the new wiper blade. This will also depend on the type of
fastener used on your car. For hook-slot connectors, slide the new wiper blade into the hook
slot at the end of the wiper arm. For pin-type connectors you should slide the arm on from the
same side that you removed the original wiper blade. Once it is in place, lock down the tab to
hold the blade. For straight-end connectors you may have to change the angle of the blade to
make it slide onto the wiper arm. If your design has a clip or tab, make sure that it is locked
down as well. Test your wiper blades. You don't want a wiper to fly off on the open road. To
make sure this doesn't happen, spray water or windshield wiper cleaner onto your windshield
and turn on the wipers. If they are wiping properly you are finished. If they appear to be loose or
wiggling on the arm then you should make sure they are properly fastened before driving again.
Method 2 of Determine what kind of wipers you have. There are three common kinds of wipers
and they each fasten to the car differently. Bolt-on wipers are held onto a threaded drive arm by
a nut. Clip-on wipers are pressed down over the drive arm and clip into place. Spring-loaded
wipers are held in place by a spring. The spring must be compressed by pressing a pin in order
to release it from the drive arm. Buy and inspect a replacement wiper arm. Be certain that the
replacement wiper arm is identical to the old arm that you are replacing. Remember that the
passenger's side and driver's side arms are often different and are not interchangeable. Gather
your tools. It helps to have everything out and ready before you start the job. Method 3 of
Inspect the sides of base closest to the bottom for a flange or lip. You are looking for a place
that you can slide something between the wiper arm and its base. This will allow you to remove
the arm. Find a wiper arm remover or flat head screwdriver. Using a windshield wiper arm
remover is best, however a flat head screwdriver can also be used to do the initial prying
needed. Place a piece of cardboard or shop rag between your prying tool and the vehicle. Twist
or pry the wiper arm remover or screwdriver. This will increase the space between the flange or
lip of the wiper arm and the base of the arm. As the arm loosens, you will be able to pull it off of
the base. Lift the wiper blade up from the windshield with one hand and hold the point of
attachment with the other. Gently rock the wiper blade back and forth while lifting with both
hands and remove it from the drive post. Method 4 of Locate the hinge near where the wiper arm
attaches to the drive post. This is a spring-loaded clip that holds the wiper arm in place, but is
released by lifting the arm away from the windshield. Release the spring-loaded clip. This clip
ensures that the wiper arm stays attached. Releasing it will allow you to remove the wiper arm
from the base. Locate a hole on each side of the arm near the hinge pin. Lift the wiper arm fully
up and off the windshield. You may need to slightly rock the wiper blade away while attempting
align the pin and slide it through. Release the wiper arm and allow it to rest on the pin. Remove
the wiper arm. Now that the clip is released, rock the wiper arm up and down by grasping with
one hand on the arm and the other pulling at the point of attachment until the arm slides off the
post. Method 5 of Mark where the windshield wiper blade rests. This will help you put the
replacement wiper back in the correct position once the current wiper has been removed. Bar
soap, wax, or another easy to remove mark will work fine. Follow the wiper arm away from the
wiper blade to its base. This may require that the hood be opened. Remove the dust cap at the
base of wiper arm. Most designs have a plastic or metal dust cap that covers the drive post and
hex nut that hold the wiper arm in place. With this dust cap removed, you will have the access
you need to remove the nut. Select a socket sized to fit the hex nut. Now that the dust cap is
removed and you can analyze the hex nut that holds the wiper arm onto the drive post you
should choose a socket that fits it. Place the socket on the ratchet or, if needed, on an extension
that is attached to the ratchet. Set the ratchet to allow it to loosen the nut. Ratchets are
designed to twist nuts and bolts on and off. You want to be sure you are set to spin in a counter
clockwise direction. This will loosen the nut. Remove the nut that fastens the windshield wiper
arm to the drive post. Using your ratchet to remove this nut will allow you to remove the wiper
arm from the vehicle. Place the socket and ratchet fully over the hex nut and hold in place with
one hand while Stabilizing the wiper arm by firmly gripping it with the other hand. This will
prevent the linkage from exceeding the designed range of motion when twisting the ratchet.

Twist the ratchet to spin the nut counter clockwise one half to one full turn. Once the hex nut is
loosened, release your grip of the wiper arm and remove the socket and ratchet from the hex
nut. Spin the hex nut completely off by hand and set aside for reuse. Remove the entire wiper
arm from the drive post. Gently "rock" the wiper blade back and forth while lifting with both
hands and remove from the drive post. Method 6 of Clean the drive post with a small wire brush.
Remove any rust and debris from threaded posts with a wire brush. Apply a drop or two of oil or
other light lubricant on post threads prior to reinstalling wiper arm. Install the replacement
wiper arm. This will be slightly different depending on how your wipers attach to the drive post.
Align the blade with the mark you made on the windshield. This ensures that the wiper arm will
rest in the appropriate place and travel the correct path when turned on. Place the replacement
wiper arm on the post. Once you have the arm aligned with your mark, place the other end of
the arm on the post. Again, take care to keep the blade on the mark. Seat the wiper arm point of
attachment fully on the post. This can be done by pushing down forcefully or by gently tapping
it into place with a rubber mallet. Secure the wiper arm to the base. This step will be slightly
different depending on the type of wiper arm you have. Bolt-on wiper arms are secured by
twisting the nut back onto the drive post in a clockwise direction and replacing the cover.
Clip-on wiper arms are secured by seating the base fully on the drive post and squeezing or
tapping the lip or flange against the base. Spring-loaded wiper arms are secured by removing
the pin and allowing the wiper blade to rest on the windshield. Test your wipers. You want to be
confident that they will work when you need them. Always test new parts before getting out on
the open road. My wiper blades can be worked back and forth by hand, but when turned on, it
pops inside of the firewall and the wipers don't work. You have installed them in the wrong
position on the spline. Remove the wipers and reset the spline to the home position and
reinstall. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 3. Include your email address to get a message when this
question is answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. It
may help to have an assistant to hold the wiper while you twist the ratchet. The size of some
vehicles makes it difficult for one person to do both well at the same time. Helpful 2 Not Helpful
0. Prevent damage to wiper blades, arms, linkage and motor during winter months by lifting
blades off windshield, especially when snowfall is predicted. This will make snow and ice
removal from the windshield much easier and prevent damage to blade. It will also reduce strain
on moving parts if the wipers are frozen to the windshield when you start your car but were left
on when you last parked. Helpful 2 Not Helpful 1. Wiping the blade with alcohol wipes or
rubbing alcohol can increase the life expectancy of your wipers by a season or even two.
Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. They are often different sizes and shapes and will not work properly if
they are mixed up. Shut your wipers off before shutting vehicle off. Failed wiper arms happen
most often in winter. Typically, the blades freeze in place and when the vehicle is first started,
the wipers immediately try to move and strip on the drive post. Do not leave the car unattended
when the arm is in its upright position as it may swing back and hit the windshield, thus,
causing the windshield to possibly shatter. Helpful 3 Not Helpful 1. Related wikiHows How to.
How to. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: October 8, Deutsch:
Scheibenwischer abnehmen. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read ,
times. Reader Success Stories Anonymous Dec 19, I had to replace a hook wiper, and it helped
to get the old one off and the new one on. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Anonymous Dec 19,
Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our
privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Please see the
Part Fitment information below for proper vehicle fit and the part details section for additional
information. This part has a 90 day warranty and will ship via ground. Tracking numbers will be
uploaded to eBay once the package has left our facility with the carrier which is usually by 7PM
eastern time. Please note all vehicle image s shown are of the donor vehicle at the time we
received it and before it was dismantled. The photos may not represent its current state or
available parts. Only the single part described and noted for sale in our description is
guaranteed to be included when shipped. Other parts shown in the image s are not guaranteed
to be included but may be available for sale. Please contact us for more information. If you have
any questions or issues with the part you receive please contact us through eBay messaging
and we will be happy to help. We have been in the recycled auto parts business for over 30
years and stand behind every part we sell. We accept immediate payment by credit card, debit
card or Paypal processed through eBay checkout. Some of our listings use the Best Offer
feature. If Best Offer is available on the item it will be noted on the listing. If you make a Best
Offer and your offer is accepted payment is due within 5 business days. If payment is not
received after 5 business days the item will be relisted and an unpaid item case will be opened.

Tracking information will automatically be uploaded to eBay once your order has left our
facility. Large items such as engines, transmissions, doors, hatches and axle assemblies will
ship via freight carrier. Parts shipped by freight are pallet strapped and wrapped. Most orders
will be shipped within one business day however for freight shipments we will need more
information from you to provide to the carrier before your item will ship. Please provide a valid
phone number with your payment. Once payment for a freight item is received a representative
will contact you to schedule a freight shipment, verify your vehicle fitment and answer any
questions you may have regarding the freight shipment. Please inspect all freight shipments
prior to signing for the delivery! If any transit damage has occurred please refuse the shipment
and contact us through eBay messaging for assistance. We will take care of it from there and
file a claim with the carrier and arrange a replacement or refund for you. It is very important to
not sign for a damaged freight shipment! You have the right to examine the shipment for
obvious signs of damage prior to signing and accepting the delivery. If a delivery driver refuses
to allow you to inspect the shipment until you sign for it please do not sign, refuse the shipment
and contact us through eBay messaging. Your signature on the delivering carrier's freight Bill
Of Lading BOL constitutes acceptance of the merchandise as is and in good order so please
inspect it before signing for it. However, if you inspect the shipment, sign for it, but later you
find damage that you could not see during the initial delivery, please don't worry! This is called
concealed damage and we can still work with the carrier on your behalf and file a claim so all
you need to do is let us know. We will need you to send us some photos of the damage so we
can file that claim with the carrier. If you have any questions regarding freight shipments please
contact us through eBay messaging prior to purchasing. If a UPS delivered item arrives
damaged, please retain all packaging and contact us through eBay messaging for immediate
assistance. We will open a damage claim with UPS and arrange for the return and replacement
of the item at our expense. Be sure to provide us with all necessary contact information with
your order. We are unable ship freight items until we have all information required by the freight
carrier. No International shipping is available outside of the eBay Global Shipping program.
Territories outside of the continental U. Our Mission: It is our mission to provide the highest
quality recycled automotive part at a competitive price which is backed up with one of the best
warranties in the industry and to provide customer service second to none. Our progressive
approach allows us to save our customers time and money while protecting and preserving our
environment. Need to Return? No Problem! Thank you for shopping with us! While we hope you
are satisfied with your order, we understand there are times when a return may need to take
place. All parts come with a 60 day return policy. If your return is for damage or an incorrect
item we ask that you please contact us through eBay messaging before opening a return
request. We can process most returns through eBay messaging and provide you with a
replacement part or a return label to send the damaged item back for full refund. We also ask
that you take care in repackaging our item in order to receive a full refund upon return! Helping
us keep our returns low will help keep our prices low! In the event a part sold fails to operate
within the warranty period we will replace the part s with a functionally equivalent part or refund
the part purchase price, at our option. Warranty period begins on the day the part is delivered.
Warranty is for replacement of the part only and does not include any towing, labor, fluids, seals
or gaskets. All parts must be installed to manufacturer's specifications. Failure to install parts
properly will void all warranties. You may be required to submit documentation regarding the
installation to support a warranty claim. Fenix Parts owns full service recycling yards across the
United States. Our growing network proudly services collision shops body shops , mechanical
repair shops and individual retail customers. Thank you very much for shopping with Fenix
Parts! We are not responsible for any delays incurred by the shipping carrier. We cannot ship to
P. Please provide a UPS shippable street address. Our shipping department is closed on
weekends. WARRANTY Our Mission: It is our mission to provide the highest quality recycled
automotive part at a competitive price which is backed up with one of the best warranties in the
industry and to provide customer service second to none. This part has a 60 day return policy
and a 90 day part replacement warranty. A refund for the purchase amount will be issued within
48 hours of receipt of the returned item. All Rights Reserved. When I start my car, my
windshield wipers start going even though the switch is not on. The exterior lights and turn
signal don't work, and all of the interior lights are dim. Once I start driving, everything starts
working fine. Hello, I have had this issue come up a few times with this vehicle. Most of the time
this is caused by a hardware failure in either the steering control module or the integrated
power control module. These modules can be very difficult to properly diagnose without the
proper tools. One other item I have seen to cause this is a loose battery ground cable. I would
inspect the negative cable ground connections to make sure that they are clean and tight. If
they are then you should enlist the help of a certified mechanic, like one from YourMechanic,

because they will need a digital voltage meter and scan tool to be able to diagnose this. Q:
Windshield wipers coming on upon startup. Robert Tomashek Automotive Mechanic. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are
asking Where is the crankshaft sensor located on the 3. On your Tribeca Subaru, the sensor is
on the rear of the motor near the flywheel side under a protective cover that is accessed after
the air intake chamber is removed. If you need help with this Read more. Overheated, power
steering went out and battery went low Hi There, What you have described sounds like your
serpentine belt may have come off. As you may know all of the accessories ie alternator which
charges the battery, power steering and the water pump are driven by the serpentine My Jeep
has a full battery but is not starting every time I go to start the car. Hi there. There are several
possible causes for the lightening bolt to remain on. The PCM powertrain control module has
recognized an electrical fault in the ETC electronic throttle control system and disables the
starter relay, creating a no crank A click is heard, lights flash, and engine shuts down Hello. The
symptoms you are describing can be caused by a few different issues. The first thing I would
check is to see if the battery is in good condition, properly charged, and able to pass a load test.
The car won't start, battery works Hi there. If the battery is fine, then it may be a bad battery
cable, starter, or even the security system. I usually try a spare key if there is one and also try
starting it in neutral to make A warning light just came on my Lincoln mkx it's a car with two
swiggley lines below the tires what's that mean? This symbol is related to your traction control
system. Your vehicle is equipped with wheel speed sensors at each of the four wheels which
monitor wheel speed while relaying this information simultaneously to the ABS and traction
control system which Code P Hi, thanks for writing in. I'd be happy to help. The P code is for a
small leak and the only way to find such a small leak is to have the system pressurized using
the test port under the That's a lot of random electrical issues! The wheel speed sensor circuit
is involved in proper operation of all of them. I would check that sensor and its connectors Car
died, but restarts immediately Your BMW i may be losing main power supply to the main fuse
power module from the battery. If you lose the connection, it would also cause the loss of radio
and clock memory. Check the battery connections and Related articles. Regular cleaning can
help ensure they remain functional for a Any wiper blade with a good quality rubber edge does
the trick. When snow and ice enter the equation, suddenly your choice of windshield wipers
Depending on the light in question, they serve purposes ranging from visibility to directionality
to safety to convenience. Where do your hazard lights fit into that? Browse other content.
Electric Problems Inspection. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Dodge Wiper Blade. Refine by:. Wiper Blade part. See All. Shop Dodge
Wiper Blade. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 11 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Dodge Wiper
Blade Models. Dodge A Truck Wiper Blade. Dodge A Van Wiper Blade. Dodge Aries Wiper Blade.
Dodge Aspen Wiper Blade. Dodge Avenger Wiper Blade. Dodge B Wiper Blade. Dodge B Van
Wiper Blade. Dodge Caliber Wiper Blade. Dodge Caravan Wiper Blade. Dodge Challenger Wiper
Blade. Dodge Charger Wiper Blade. Dodge Colt Wiper Blade. Dodge Conquest Wiper Blade.
Dodge Coronet Wiper Blade. Dodge D Wiper Blade. Dodge D Pickup Wiper Blade. Dodge D50
Wiper Blade. Dodge Dakota Wiper Blade. Dodge Dart Wiper Blade. Dodge Daytona Wiper Blade.
Dodge Diplomat Wiper Blade. Dodge Durango Wiper Blade. Dodge Dynasty Wiper Blade. Dodge
Grand Caravan Wiper Blade. Dodge Intrepid Wiper Blade. Dodge Journey Wiper Blade. Dodge
Lancer Wiper Blade. Dodge Magnum Wiper Blade. Dodge Mini Ram Wi
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per Blade. Dodge Mirada Wiper Blade. Dodge Monaco Wiper Blade. Dodge Neon Wiper Blade.
Dodge Nitro Wiper Blade. Dodge Omni Wiper Blade. Dodge Polara Wiper Blade. Dodge Raider
Wiper Blade. Dodge Ram Wiper Blade. Dodge Ram Van Wiper Blade. Dodge Ram 50 Wiper
Blade. Dodge Ramcharger Wiper Blade. Dodge Rampage Wiper Blade. Dodge Royal Monaco
Wiper Blade. Dodge Shadow Wiper Blade. Dodge Spirit Wiper Blade. Dodge Sprinter Wiper
Blade. Dodge St. Regis Wiper Blade. Dodge Stealth Wiper Blade. Dodge Stratus Wiper Blade.
Dodge SX 2. Dodge Viper Wiper Blade. Dodge W Wiper Blade. Dodge W Pickup Wiper Blade.
Dodge Wiper Blade Customer Reviews. Feb 16, Great blade. Robert Koontz. Purchased on Nov
01, Sep 17, Great wipers! Perfect fit and they work great! James Knight. Purchased on Sep 02,
Sep 11, Fit perfectly. Laura Adona. Purchased on Aug 26, Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
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